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We’ve seen the devastation of the bushfires across Australia and the
impact on our communities, flora and fauna. January’s Saturn-PlutoCeres conjunction has touched us all and we are grieving for what
has been lost.
What has begun to germinate as a result of these horrific scenes, is a
powerful reminder of our connection to nature and how important it
is for us all. The grief we have all felt has created a groundswell of
anger directed towards our Prime Minister, who is out of touch with
the reality of climate change even in the face of this catastrophe.
Others who were sceptical, have awakened that this is a real global
emergency , with help from Uranus as it stationed direct.
This month, Venus, Black Moon and Chiron unite in Aries, revealing
our emotional wounds and providing opportunities for healing with
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expressions of

love. Mercury will retrograde in Pisces, giving us

pause to look deeper within and connect with our feelings.
This month’s feature examines the power of stationary planets...

Leo full Moon
This Leo Full Moon pro-

was the start of a difficult time.

some

vides an opportunity to

The past couple of years have

makes a fresh start possible.

regroup and heal.

been a transitional period where

Black Moon, Venus and
Chiron are tied together

we have had to pay more attention to our personal wellbeing.

of

these

problems

and

Relationship healing is also a main
feature of this Full Moon. There is
the potential to feel ostracised or

in early Aries, so our

This Black Moon, Chiron, Venus

victimised with this pattern, so

emotional wellbeing is

alignment suggests that we are

choose your friends and partners

turning a corner. Conjunctions

wisely. Look within and re-engage

mark the end of one cycle and the

with your personal standards and

start of another, so this Full Moon

values and with those who share

brings a sense of conclusion to

them.

where our attention is focused.
For many people, Chiron’s ingress
into Aries a couple of years ago

Meanwhile, Jupiter is swiftly catching up to Saturn and Pluto, so
there are still many global challenges making their presence felt.
Jupiter will provide some respite
and help us cope at a personal
level.
The world is rapidly changing and
so too are our personal lives.

Gift idea

Order your 2020 calendar now Hard copy or download.

Discover the beautiful
cosmic choreography of
Venus and Mars
and how it illuminates the
deepest patterns of your
relationships...

A stellar collection by a
host of leading astrologers,
ASTROVISION E-Book
explores the upcoming
trends and cycles we will
see unfold over coming
years.
Discover what is in store for
the world as we travel into
the 2020s and beyond…

Much more than a Sun Sign book,

Secrets of the Zodiac
explains how we get along
with other signs, revealing
what you can learn from the
sign after yours and teach
to the sign before...

Pisces new moon

Mercury stations retrograde on the
17th for the first of its three retro
sojourns this year.

2020 brings these retrogrades to
water signs, which suggests that
we need to be more aware of our
emotional connections and get in
touch with the feeling side of life.
There is an exact sextile from this

modern ruler Neptune are 60 de-

teroid Juno which is opposing love

New Moon to Mars in Capricorn,

grees apart. This is a congenial as-

goddess, Venus.

so there is likely to be a lot of ac-

pect that stimulates creativity and

tivity going on around us.

imagination. Sextile aspects en-

Uranus is also sextile the

hance communication, so this is a

New Moon and hence

good time to share your dreams

trine to Mars, ramping

and aspirations with others.

up activity even more.

Juno (Hera) was the wife of Jupiter

(Zeus) and she was known for her
loyalty and commitment to her
marriage, despite her husband’s
infidelity. Juno’s opposition to Ve-

Just about every planet and main

nus suggests that relationships

The traditional ruler of

asteroid is contained within 180

tension and jealousy could come

Pisces, Jupiter, and its

degrees with the exception of as-

to the surface now.

The Zodiac Organiser

Keep all your ideas, plans, dreams
and doodles together in this easy to
use Zodiac Organiser.
~
Divided into 12 sections, one for
each sign of the zodiac, you’ll find a
place for every aspect of your life.
From Affirmations to Adventure, from
Gardening to Gift Ideas, Home to
Health, there is a spot for everything.
~
Best of all, it will be easy to find your
notes again later when you need

them!

Place an order
$19.95
plus postage

Stationary planets
From time to time all planets (except

vidual, author of Mary Poppins, Pam-

the Sun and Moon) appear to stop

ela Travers. She was born on 9 Au-

and backtrack through the zodiac

gust 1899 in Maryborough, Victoria.

before stopping and returning to di-

Her chart has Uranus, Chiron and Ju-

rect motion. Retrograde motion is

no stationary direct.

only apparent from our perspective
on Earth, so this phenomenon has a
lot to do with how we see things.

As for transiting stations, pay attention to what area they trigger in your
chart. If they hit a personal planet or

Stationary planets have immense po-

angle, they can be highly significant.

tency. Neither good nor bad, they

If you have a stationary natal planet,

are however very strong. The chal-

also note when outer planets transit

lenge is to harness their power.

those degrees.

For some of us, a natal stationary

Oscar Pistorius has Mercury and Ve-

planet will prove to be an insur-

nus stationary direct at 13 and 5 de-

mountable obstacle, yet for others it

grees of Scorpio, they sit either side

will be an immense asset. Either way,

of his Pluto at 8 Scorpio.

they require effort to get the best

and

from them, especially personal plan-

Steenkamp on February 14, 2013,

ets, Mercury, Venus and Mars.
One chart in particular comes to
mind with a HUGE number of stationary planets and asteroids, that is
the chart of Donald Trump.
His chart has Neptune, Juno, Chiron

and Jupiter all stationing direct and
Ceres stationary retrograde. This
large number of stationary planets
adds layers of complexity to his personality.
Three stationary planets are seen in
the chart of another complex indi-

killed

his

girlfriend

He shot
Reeva

when transiting Saturn was stationary
at 11 Scorpio.
Of course not all stations are traumatic or negative. They can be incredible opportunities and assets.
It’s up to us to learn to harness their
power and use it in the best possible

way.

These two volumes
feature years of my
research and

published articles.
Available for Download.
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